


Corniced face of northwest ridge of Mt. Hunter at 19,800 feet. Photo taken at sundown by Tom 

Choate. Vin Hoeman fell 50 feet down this face when cornice broke. See article page 14. 



(Editor's Note: Since the begin-
ning of the year, delivery of 2nd 
Class Publications has been con-
siderably slowed. Last year it 
took about 2 weeks for SUMMIT to 
reach our subscribers on the East 
Coast. Now it takes 4 to 5 weeks. 

Additional postal changes make 

it IMPORTANT that you notify us 
of your change of address as far 
in advance as possible in order to 

assure you of receiving all your 
issues of SUMMIT. Your copy of 
SUMMIT WILL NOT BE forwarded 

by the Post Office.) 

Vin Hoeman near top of Mt. McKinley, looking down at Mt. Hunter 14,570 feet. See story 
page 14. 
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St. Helens' 

Forsyth Glacier Route 
By James K. Bellamy 

The world of snow and ice, so well-known to 
the Pacific Northwest mountaineer, offers ex-
citing new vistas to those climbers from other 
parts of the country who have not experienced 
the pleasure of climbing a heavily glaciated peak. 
The lofty snow-clad volcanos of the Cascade 
Mountains provide a wide variety of climbs from 
those on broad, easy snowfields to ones on deeply 
crevassed glaciers with jumbled ice-falls and tow-

ering seracs. 
Although the basic techniques of snow and ice 

climbing are similar to those of rock climbing, 
modifications must be made in order to adapt 
from one to the other. Even the experienced rock 
climber will find much to learn about snow and 
ice techniques and will want to practice these 
techniques on a climb where he can choose the 
difficulty according to his ability. The Forsyth 
Glacier Route on Mt. St. Helens is such a climb. 
It is an excellent intermediate step toward the 
harder climbs in the Northwest for both the ex-
perienced rock climber who knows little about 
snow and ice and the mountaineer who may be 
well-versed in basic glacier travel and crevasse 
rescue techniques but who is wanting to graduate 
to more difficult and exciting climbs. 
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Mt. St. Helens, located in the Southern Wash-
ington Cascades, is a volcanic cone of such sym-
metry and beauty that it is often called the 
Fujiyama of America. Even though its height is 
under 10,000 feet, its low base provides a moun-
tain large enough to please anyone's sense of 
beauty, and of sufficient vertical relief to satisfy 
most mountaineers for one day. A year-round 
paved road to timberline on the north side makes 
the mountain easily accessible in both summer 
and winter. 

Since St. Helens is so strikingly obvious from 
the south side of Mt. Rainier, where Tom Falley 
and I were working for the summer, it was a 
natural candidate as a place to spend a day off. 
Accordingly, we drove to Timberline Camp-
ground, a few miles above Spirit Lake, one fine 
July evening, and after what seemed to be too 
few hours of sleep broke camp to begin our climb. 
By the time we reached the glacier, roped up and 
put our crampons on, the early morning sun was 
lighting the peak brilliantly and we could easily 
view our route leading straight up the mountain. 
It was obvious that to the right one could walk 

to page four, please 



Tom Falley on the 
Forsyth Glacier. Mt. 
Adams in the back- 
ground. 

Photo by 

James K. Bellamy 
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Spirit Lake 

and Mt. Rainier as viewed from the 

summit of Mt. St. Helens. 

Photo by James K. Bellamy 

from page two 

off the Forsyth at practically any point onto the 
easy Lizard route, and to the left only at one 
place did a loose rocky cliff block access to the 
easy Dog's Head route. Up the Forsyth itself, we 
could discern at least a couple of interesting 
routes that appeared to offer some moderate 
difficulties and still promise a relatively quick 
ascent. The north side of St. Helens, with this 
wide variety of choices so close together, is an 
excellent training ground. 

In the lower portion of the glacier we jumped 
a few small crevasses and wound around the 
larger ones, keeping to the right in order to avoid 
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rockfall from the cliffs on the left side of the 
route. It wasn't long before we ran into our first 
interesting section. Tom took the first lead, chop-
ping steps up a steep icy pitch which led to the 
lower lip of a large crevasse. I led on and to the 
left through a maze of crevasses hoping to stay 
in interesting climbing territory. However, we 
were completely blocked in that direction by deep 
crevasses and had to traverse back to the right 
in order to continue our ascent. 

On the next part of the glacier, we headed back 
toward the middle, winding our way around sev-
eral large crevasses and kicking steps for a long 
distance up good snow toward the only other 



North side of Mt. St. Helens. The routes marked on the photo are as follows: (1) Lizard Route, (2) Dog's Head, and (3) 
Forsyth Route. Photo by Jim Wagner 

section on our route that would require us to 
meet an interesting problem or force us to tra-
verse off the route onto an easier one. The angle 
of the climb began to increase considerably as we 
approached what appeared to be the glacier's 
bergschrund. Two large transverse crevasses had 
to be crossed, and the main problem proved to be 
that of climbing the steep uphill sides since the 
crevasses themselves were very adequately 
bridged. Tom led the first pitch up a steep couloir 
between two seracs, chopping steps in hard ice 
and placing an ice screw for protection. I lead the 
next up soft steep snow, bringing us out into the 
open with little more than a long haul up 35°  

snow to the summit rocks and across the snow-
filled crater to the register. The three other vol-
canic peaks of the area dominated the surround-
ing lowlands - Mt. Hood to the southeast, Mt. 
Adams to the east, and to the north the hulking 
giant of them all, Mt. Rainier. 

The descent was thrilling, at first plunging 
down toward the Dog's Head, avoiding a few 
good-sized crevasses on the way, then a long, 
swift glissade down the snowfields on the Dog's 
Head. We were back at the campground by the 
middle of the afternoon, giving us a couple of 
hours to enjoy the Spirit Lake area before head-
ing back to Rainier. 
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Glacier Peak in the Beartooths of Montana. The route of ascent followed by Beckey and Beckstead is up the central snow 
and ice couloir. When almost at its end they worked onto the rock at the left side, close to the couloir, continuing straight 
up four pitches on rock to the summit. The true summit is the one on the left (or the two almost equal summits) in photo. 

Photo by Ed Cooper 
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A Good Beartooth Face 
By Fred Beckey 

The unfortunate name "Glacier Peak" has been 
given to a 12,351-foot summit in the Beartooth 
Mountains of Montana. Ranking only some 400 
feet below the height of the range's highest 
mountain, Granite Peak, "Glacier" is a fine inde-
pendent summit and features what is likely the 
most magnificent alpine wall in the range. On the 
north and east is a challenging granite flank, cut 
into by an almost-hanging glacier. This ice seg-
ment, the Hidden Glacier, fills the great cirque 
between "Glacier Peak" and Mt. Villard to the 
east. A good deal of the basal area of this glacier 
is moraine-covered, but in its upper sections, it 
becomes a steep apron of ice that knifes into the 
face, reaching almost to the summit. 

A photo of this face taken by Ed Cooper, and 
a description by Don (Claunch) Gordon after his 
solo ascent of the north face of Granite Peak, 
inspired me to make an attempt on this alpine 
wall. With Dave Beckstead, I made the approach 
from the north, taking the trail from the Mystic 
Lake Electric Plant. Once past the long lake, the  

trail bogged down in swamps beyond the curve 
of the valley, and we set out to do several miles 
of swamp-jumping and boulder-hopping in the 
valley of West Rosebud Creek. We camped amid 
some spectacular scenery here, and in the morn-
ing set out for the climb. 

Once we reached the Hidden Glacier, we donned 
crampons and rapidly gained altitude. After the 
first thousand feet, the angle became steep and 
required great caution, with constant belays. 
After some fine continuous climbing of this na-
ture, we neared the top of the glacier, which here 
narrowed to an extremely steep chute between 
overhanging walls. We took to the left-hand wall, 
not without some exit difficulty, and then climbed 
on firm rock directly to the summit. The climbing 
was steep, but holds good, and a rather continu-
ous series of fifth-class problems for some four 
pitches. This was certainly the first climb of this 
fine wall; the descent was made on the opposite 
side. 
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"If your feet are cold, put your hat on !" This 

may sound facetious, but to those who under-

stand how the human body works in a cold en-

vironment it is a simple statement of fact. 

Man is essentially a tropical animal. He is able 

to survive and enjoy life in cold climates, where 

he is also more efficient and productive, only be-

cause his ingenuity allows him to maintain his 

body temperature within the very narrow limits 

dictated by his physiology. 

The human body is continually producing heat 

through the burning of food and must continually 

lose this heat if it is to maintain the necessary 

constant temperature within itself. Hour after 

hour it must maintain a steady state: heat loss 

must equal heat production. Generally speaking, 

heat production can be of only two kinds: the 

body's metabolism (burning of food), and absorp-

tion of radiant energy from the sun or other heat 

source. 
To balance the heat intakes explained above 
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there are five main channels of heat loss. They 

are: Radiation, Conduction and Convection, which 

account for about 80% of the total heat loss, 

Sweating and Insensible Perspiration (the con-

tinuous drying out of the skin). 

Radiation loss during a winter day amounts to 

only about 5% of the total loss. At night under 

a clear sky the heat loss from the surface of a 

sleeping bag can be greater. However, in either 

case the only heat that can be lost by radiation is 

that which reaches the outer layer of the clothing 

or sleeping bag. If you have proper convective 

insulation, the outer layer will remain cool and 

thus there will be little heat lost by radiation. 

There is one other important consequence. A dark 



HOW TO KEEP WARM 
By Gerry Cunningham 

color sleeping bag under a clear night sky will 
often cool below the dew point and will be soaking 
wet in the morning. Either a light color bag, or a 
tarp or tent to give "shade" from the sky will 
avoid this. 

Conduction plays a very small part in total heat 
loss under most conditions. The soles of the feet 
are an ever present problem in conduction of heat. 
Some others are: touching ski bindings or metal 
camera parts with bare hands; lying on the cold 
snow or ground in a down filled sleeping bag 
which compresses to nothing and leaves your 
body pressure points in intimate contact with a 
cold surface. The only way to prevent conduction 
is to separate your body from the cold object by 
a low-conductive layer. 

A non-conductive material is one which when 
heated on one side will stay cool on the other. The 
best material we know of today, as far as cloth-
ing is concerned, is air. The trouble with air is 
that it circulates. When the air right next to a 
warm body absorbs a little heat, it expands and 
rises and immediately new cooler air moves in to 
take its place. This is natural convection. 

How small do we have to chop up the air in 
order to prevent circulation by convection? For-
tunately, the air right next to any surface tends 
to stick to that surface. This effect extends about 
1/8" out for all practical purposes. Thus any ma-
terial that interrupts the path of the air at 1/8" 
intervals or less will deaden it so it can be used 
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for insulation. Convective insulation depends on 

thickness of dead air, not quantity of insulating 

material. 

EVAPORATIVE HEAT LOSS 

The two kinds of evaporative heat loss are 

sweating, which we can indirectly control, and 

insensible perspiration (the continuous drying 

out of the skin) plus the vapor lost through the 

respiratory tract in breathing, which are beyond 

our control. Even with no sweating, the evapora-

tive loss is 20% of the total heat loss. In a cold 

environment there should be no need for sweat-

ing. If the air temperature is cool enough for you 

to be concerned with keeping warm, then there is 

plenty of cooling capacity available without resort 

to sweating. Sweating should be avoided like the 

plague. Water vapor in the clothing is a problem 

because it can destroy the convective insulation 

efficiency. No one needs reminding that wet 

clothes aren't as warm as dry. 

METABOLISM 

You can increase your heat production by step-

ping up your metabolic rate. This of course re-

quires you to pay the price of increased food con-

sumption for the fuel you burn. The increase can 

amount to 2,000 extra calories a day and should 

be planned for with any prolonged trip in cold 

weather. 
Muscular activity can increase your metabolic 

rate by as much as 750% for short periods and 

we are all familiar with running around or stamp-

ing our feet to keep warm. However, shivering 

and muscular tension exercises have two advan-

tages over running around or performing some 

sort of work. With outside work, only part of the 

energy ends up as body heat and the heat of work 
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performed is lost to the environment. With 

shivering or muscular tension exercises, where 

you simply strain one muscle against another, 

almost all of the heat is immediately available to 

your body. Secondly, they are something you can 

do in a sleeping bag. At least 10 minutes exercise 

is needed to produce results. 

Another way to increase metabolism when you 

go to bed is to eat a candy bar. The digestive 

process will help to warm you up. One other hint 

for a warm sleep is to keep yourself extra warm 

before you go to bed. Put on your spare clothing 

when you stop for the day. Don't get thoroughly 

chilled by standing around and then expect your 

sleeping bag to warm you up after vaso-constric-

tion has started. 
Vaso-constriction means that the blood supply 

to your extremities and skin surface is reduced 

in order to conserve the available heat for your 

vital organs deep inside of your body. The head 

is the only area where the blood supply is not 

reduced. Here you will begin to understand the 

truth of the statement with which this article 

opened. 
Anything that helps conserve the heat in your 

torso will force all the excess out of your fingers 

and toes. Warm boots and mittens will not keep 

you warm if your general torso heat balance is 

marginal. Poor body heat, along with cool skin 

temperature at fingers or toes, will trigger the 

vaso-constriction reaction and shut down the 

blood supply to your extremities. Nicotine also 

has this effect, so if your hands are cold, don't 

smoke. Once the circulation is shut down, frost-

bite can follow quickly. 

Because the head has such a rich blood supply 

and no vaso-constriction mechanism, it is the pri-

mary radiator for excess body heat. Therefore if 

you want to force that heat to your fingers or 

toes, you must make sure it isn't lost through the 

head. A parka hood, incidentally, is much better 

than a hat because it keeps the breezes from blow-

ing down your neck. Now you know why you put 

your hat on if your feet are cold. 



SIX BASIC RULES 

There are two things which affect the effec-
tiveness of clothing insulation: wind and mois-
ture. Insulation depends on a given thickness of 
dead air, but if there is a high wind blowing, not 
only will the heat from the outer layer of your 
clothing be carried away faster, but the wind can 
penetrate your insulation, thus destroying the 
dead air and cutting your insulation by as much 
as 50%. Your insulation layer must be protected 
from wind penetration by an outer layer of wind 
resistant material. 

Starting with the skin and the need to prevent 
body moisture from entering the clothing, the 
requirement is for an air space around the body 
so the moisture can evaporate and the vapor-
laden air can then move freely out the neck open-
ing. It will not force itself through the clothing 
if it is free to leave by an easier method. The 
many brands of ventilating net underwear are 
the answer to the problem. The best is disting-
uished by a 3/8" square mesh or larger, about 
1/8" in thickness and completely open. Smaller 
holes and "waffle weave" underwear simply do 
not allow the necessary evaporation to take place. 

With properly designed clothing and the use of 
ventilating net underwear it is possible to leave 
your maximum insulation on at all times and ven-
tilate the excess heat out from inside it. When 
you are wearing too much insulation and you 
want to reduce it by ventilation it is only sensible 
to start with the most efficient heat radiators 
you have. Your head tops the list. Uncover it 
first. Then open your neck and shirt front. This 
lets most of the heat out from around your torso. 

Mittens, of course, are much warmer than 
gloves because you insulate the fingers collec- 

tively. If ordinary windproof shell ski mitts are 
used with woolen liners, carry spare dry liners 
next to your body to change into when the first 
set becomes wet and cold. To handle cameras and 
ski bindings comfortably, try a pair of thin knit 
nylon gloves under your insulation. 

Your feet are usually under the pressure of 
your body weight, they are good sweat producers, 
they are farthest from your body heat source, 
and if there is any moisture around, they are 
usually standing in it. Is it any wonder that they 
are often cold? Good heavy wool socks that resist 
compression, inside good leather boots that re-
duce condensation to a minimum, and the addition 
of plastic mesh insoles that allow ventilation 
under the soles of the feet are the best combina-
tion for most purposes. 

Remember—Thickness is warmth. It is the 
thickness of insulation used that counts, not the 
material it is made of. 

Keep your torso warm so it can send its 
excess heat to your less well insulated extremities. 

Avoid sweating by ventilating to bypass 
your insulation before you start to sweat. 

Keep wind and rain out of your insulation by 
suitable outer covering or protection. 

Use your head. Keep it covered to help force 
heat to your extremites. Uncover it early to avoid 
sweating. 

Increase your metabolism by straining one 
muscle against another if you are all buttoned up 
and still cold. 
(This article is a compilation of excerpts from a booklet, 

"How to Keep Warm" by Gerry Cunningham and pub-
lished by the Colorado Outdoor Sports Corp., Denver, 
Colo. A copy of the more comprehensive report can be 
obtained by writing to them at P.O. Box 5544.) 
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Mt. Wilhelm 

in 

New Guinea 
By James A. Suthard 

The Mt. Wilhelm massif is one of the major 

northwest trending ranges which form the 

central axis of New Guinea. The peak is 

not visible in this photo taken from near 

Lake Aunde. 

In the couloir below 

the summit of Mt. 

Wilhelm, an unnamed 

monolith looms in 

the distance. When 

viewed from the 

summit, it appears 

to be twice the size 

of the familiar Yo-

semite Half Dome. 
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Mount Wilhelm is the highest peak in the 
Australian - administrated Territory of New 
Guinea. Located about ninety-five kilometers 
southwest of Madang and two hundred forty kilo-
meters northwest of Lae, the peak is simply the 
highest point in a lengthy ridge of crags over 
4200 meters. The altitude of the summit is re-
ported variously. It ranges from an older figure 
of 4695 meters to the 4299 meters recorded in a 
flight of a few minutes duration from a known 
base in a Bell 47G3B1. The most recent maps 
show 4508 meters (14,786 feet). Several more 
dramatic peaks in the area exceed 4200 meters. 
The Bismarck Range, which culminates in the 
Mt. Wilhelm massif is one of the major north-
west trending ranges which form the central axis 
of New Guinea. 

The peak involves no technical difficulties. The 
route to the top provides a vivid picture of the 
character of thousands of square kilometers of 
the New Guinea Highlands. The summit is not in 
any sense dramatic, yet from it one sees in a 
glance more unexplored country than most mor-
tals are privileged to witness. 

The Mt. Wilhelm area is normally approached 
from the village of Keglsugl where an exciting 
grass strip is served by Territory Air Lines regu-
lar and charter lightplane service from Goroka. 
Goroka, a Highlands agricultural and adminis-
trative center, is served by Ansett-Mandated Air 
Lines and TransAustralia Airlines from Port 
Moresby in Papua, and Lae. 

From the airstrip at Keglsugl, a four-hour walk 
on the track to Lake Aunde takes one past native 
villages, along mountain streams, and up steep, 
soggy jungle ridges. No earnest botanist, anthro- 
pologist, or ornithologist will ever make it in four 
hours. The more subdued local tribesmen of the 
Chimbu group will carry a patrol box, regardless 
of its weight, to Lake Aunde for seven shillings 
(U.S. $0.79) apiece. Lake Aunde provides a con-
venient stopping place at about 3500 meters. 
Along its quiet, rhododendron-studded shore the 
Australian National University has built a cabin  

to serve as a base for various research in the 
area. A few hundred feet separate Lake Aunde 
from another of similar size, Lake Piunde. 

From the Lakes, a narrow track leads head-
long up steep, grassy slopes to the crest of the 
ridge. The track then assumes a pleasant gradient 
upward along the ridge skirting the bases of 
several fine peaks. One finally crosses the ridge 
through a pass to approach the summit pyramid 
up a broad couloir of blocks and sand holes. 
Chaff-like fragments of aluminum and pretzeled 
propeller blades are a grim reminder along the 
way of the hazards of wartime air traffic across 
this uncharted scenery from Port Moresby to 
targets on the Huon Gulf. Some B-17 or B-24 
failed to clear the ridge by less than a hundred 
meters. 

One feature is outstanding in the vast pano-
rama of rivers, jungle, and peaks that surround 
one on a clear, early winter day (May) from Mt. 
Wilhelm's summit: some three or four kilometers 
west is a monolith resembling Half Dome. It is 
possibly twice the size of the familiar Yosemite 
landmark, and the base is not visible. Extensive 
moraines on the southern flank of the mountain 
attest to a period of Quaternary glaciation. This 
unnamed and stupendous half dome of grano-
diorite probably resulted from similar glacial 
quarrying. 

The flora of the interestingly stratified zones 
above 3000 meters is diverse and imperfectly 
known. The ecotones are exceptionally narrow. 
The uppermost zone is a grass-sedge-lichen com-
munity that extends virtually to the summit. 
Snow is seldom recorded. The mountain avifauna 
is apparently limited in variety, rather rarely 
observed, yet audibly in residence. One particular 
treat was to see a pair of rare Salvadori's Teal 
(Anas waigiuensis) dabbling about the fringes of 
Lake Aunde. No birds were seen above the lakes. 
Representatives of the several faunal assem-
blages are practically never seen. Most of the 
creatures are relatively small and timid, pursuing 
nocturnal habits. 
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of the Alaska Range 
By Yin lineman 

In April of 1963 Dave Johnston, Pete Robinson 
and I left the states in my 12-year-old pickup 
truck bound for Mount McKinley. The neatly 
mustached, very British Canadian customs offi-
cer looked askance at our heaped craft and de-
manded to see $150 before permitting us to enter. 
In hasty consultation we pooled $100, but the 
official was adamant till I flashed the corner of 
a Mexican 50-peso note I had in my wallet. He 
must have thought it was a Canadian 50 (also 
colored) as he let us through! We laughed for 
miles, but the joke was almost on us. 

Flats and blowouts on the Alcan quickly sober-
ed us. We had to spend our money for repairs 
and subsist on road-killed snowshoe hares. A 3-
day stoppage of all traffic for a burned missle 
truck in the road really made us tighten our 
belts, but somehow we reached Anchorage and 
went to work earning money for 1VIcKinley wash-
ing windows, building a stone wall, and painting. 
Pete decided to take a fire lookout job and left 
us, but Dave and I recruited Tom Choate and 
Cliff Ells to make the requisite four. 

Our plan was not just to climb North Amer-
ica's highest mountain, but to traverse the 
Alaska Range by way of it, hoping to visit every 
summit in the range over 14,000' enroute. If I 
may coin a new term in mountaineering, may I 
offer Grand Traverse: to cross a mountain range 
from civilization on one side to civilization on 
the other afoot by way of the range's highest 
point. The only such traverse of McKinley had  

been in 1954 when the Thayer Party walked in 
the Ruth Glacier from the railroad, made the 
first ascent of the South Buttress Route on the 
mountain, and started to traverse down Karstens 
Ridge. They fell Thayer was killed and Argus 
severely injured. Les Viereck and Morton Wood 
walked out the Muldrow Glacier to the highway 
to summon help. Ours would be a longer, more 
diametrical traverse, for we intended to ascend 
the Muldrow and descend the West Buttress to 
walk out the Kahiltna, the longest typical valley 
glacier in Alaska. 

Finally we got started, the four of us wading 
McKinley River near Wonder Lake July 6. The 
evening of the next day we reached McGonagall 
Pass and the historic Muldrow. Glacier. At 8000' 
on this glacier, Cliff Hudson, Talkeetna bush-
pilot, delivered our first airdrop on the 10th 
(before 1964 parties were allowed one airdrop in 
the park below 8000'). Then we had to relay, 
carrying heavy loads of supplies over the same 
section two or more times. We placed "willow 
wands" (flagged bamboo garden stakes) every 
50 to 200 feet in good weather so that we could 
find our way in storm or white-out, that condi-
tion of opaque diffusion of snow and cloud where 
you can't tell up from down without a dark land-
mark. Until 11,000' we were able to use a black 
tarp to melt snow for water, above that the cold 
and wind was more powerful than the continuous 
sunlight, and we had to use our stoves for melt-
ing as well as cooking. Our food was ultra light, 
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Chopping tent platform on Denali Pass, 18,200 feet. 

Photo by Vin Hoeman 

only a pound per man-day and not much variety, 

but not a morsel was wasted, and, when Cliff lost 

his appetite up high, what he couldn't eat was 

carefully split three ways. Soon Karstens Ridge 

and the Harper Glacier were beneath us. We 

pitched our 4-man Logan tent in Denali Pass 

18,200', the afternoon of the 18th, and, as we 

started out for the North Peak, we welcomed 

seven Harvard climbers coming down it, having 

come up Wickersham Wall on its north side. It 

was minus 18°F. atop the North Peak, 19,470', 

and we looked down on a sea of clouds 10,000' 

feet below us and thought about the two Alaskan 

sourdoughs who were first to reach this summit 

April 3, 1910, having left Fairbanks the previous 

December. 
On July 19 Tom joined the Harvard climbers 

to go to the South Peak while Dave and I made 

more extensive preparations as we planned to 

spend a night on top. Cliff decided to wait a day 

to acclimatize. We took our time going up with 

light loads that seemed heavy at this elevation, 

stopping to climb Archdeacon's Tower, 19,650', 

the projection named after Hudson Stuck who 

led the first complete ascent of Denali (as he 

and the Indians called the mountain) in 1913. 

About 20,000' we met the eight who had preceded 

us coming down, then we were all alone at the 

top of North America, setting up our tiny 2-man 

tent beside the roof-peaks of the buried Meiji 
University tent (two Japanese, K. Kobayashi and 

Dave Johnston with South Summit of McKinley in the 

background, taken from Denali Pass. Photo by Vin Hoeman 

S. Takahoshi were the only others to spend a 

night on top May 14-15, 1960). We cooked and 

ate a meal and settled down for a comfortable 

night, during which we would wake occasionally 

and listen to the other fellow's "cheyne-stokes" 

breathing, never noticing this quickening of in-

spiration in ourselves. In the morning I walked 

over to Carter Horn, 20,220', then back to the 

South Peak, 20,320' to just stand on the snowy 

crest of our continent, as leader of the 35th party 

to ever reach it, and think. The nearest higher 

mountain is nearly 5000 miles away in China, 

Minya Konka, 24,900', or one of its satellites. We 

had timed our climb to be on top for the total 

eclipse of the sun and now it came.,  I called Dave 

from the tent and we tried to take photos during 

the ten minutes or so it lasted as the temperature 

dropped from minus 8 to minus 19°F. It was 

fantastically beautiful, the whole shadow of the 

moon some 50 miles across purpling the moun-

tains as it passed south of us while the snow 

around us sparkled like diamonds. Later Dave 

belayed me down the South Face to the highest 

rocks, and 20 hours after our arrival we headed 

back for Denali Pass just as Tom was coming 

up again with Cliff. 

We carried everything in one load up to 85 

pounds apiece down the West Buttress before 

being caught by a storm at the head of the Ka-
hiltna Glacier. Two days later we passed the park 
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Looking straight up the wall of the northwest ridge of 
Hunter. Hoeman rock climbing with pack. 

Photo by Torn Choate 

boundary and rendezvoused with our bushpilot 
at 6250', Cliff Hudson landing this time with a 
ski-wheel plane. Three of us were resupplied with 
long-anticipated goodies, while the two Cliffs 
flew out, Ells having no more time. We heard 
that the second ascent of Mt. Foraker had just 
been accomplished, so we decided to do Mt. Hun-
ter next, as this 14,573' peak had only been climb-
ed once, in 1954, and that party (F. Beckey, H. 
Harrer, and H. Meybohm) had spoken highly 
of it. 

Our approach to the western ridge they had 
climbed was from the south rather than end-on 
as they had. It is a long ridge heavily corniced 
to the north, a steep avalanche slope into the 
deep cirque on the south. Balancing between 
these dangers as I led near 11,000' our second 
day, I suddenly broke the cornice with a boom 
and was falling with a huge chunk of it down a 
3000' face. Luckily, Tom hadn't been on it too 
and his arrest banged me against the fluted 80° 
wall 50 feet down. After I regained the crest, we 
had some steep blue ice pitches where we had to 
chop steps and belay from ice screws. We chop-
ped a platform for our tent at 11,300' and the 
morning of the 30th left it collapsed as we con-
tinued to the top of our ridge, scaled the ice 
cliffs of the plateau, and set out across the level 
surface of this to make the first ascents of the 
Middle, 13,450', and South, 13,966' Peaks. They 
both yielded and presented spectacular views of 

Cliff Hudson lands ski-wheel plane on Kahiltna Glacier at 
6,250 feet to deliver supplies. McKinley in background. 

Photo by Tom Choate 

Mt. Huntington (at that time unclimbed) and 
other giants. It was late when we retraced our 
tracks north but a storm was coming and we 
wanted to do the main peak before descending 
so we made an ascent from the south in the 
night, traversing down its steep west slope as 
dawnlight poured around McKinley to bathe Mt. 
Foraker across the Kahiltna up which a flood of 
dark cloud was moving. As we reached our tent 
the storm enveloped us, pinning us down for 
two days (there were only three days out of 35 
that we couldn't move at all), but finally we re-
occupied our base camp on the Kahiltna. 

We still wanted to climb Mt. Foraker, 17,400', 
but had the long trek out the Kahiltna to do, too, 
and it was already later in the year than that 
had ever been done, so we decided to leave For-
aker for another trip. The walk out took us near-
ly a week, travelling first by compass in white-
out, falling into water-filled crevasses in a bad 
icefall, and finally completing our saturation in 
rain-soaked brush and swollen streams when we 
got off the edge of the glacier to cross Dutch and 
Peters Hills and strike old mining roads that led 
to the Susitna River opposite Talkeetna. As we 
came to Shorty Bradley's Roadhouse at Peters 
Creek, the first "human" voice we heard was a 
mynah bird that whistled and squawked, "Come 
in, come in !" Glad as we were to do so after 250 
miles (including relays) we reflected that it had 
been a truly "Grand Traverse." 
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Tom Choate chopping steps on Karstens Ridge at 11,600 feet. Photo by Cliff Ells 
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Climbe 

Two things may be learned by Summit readers 
from the following account: (1) the problems a 
climber faces in tackling hinterland mountains 
like the Wind River Range in Wyoming, (2) a 
technique of telling a climb by personal account 
annotated by an experienced bystander. 

We tell the story here exactly as it happened. 
Dean Millsap, a climber, overtook on the trail the 
Chief of Bushwhackers, Charles Ranous. Dean's 
letter, and Charles' comments follow. The setting 
is the Tetons and the Wind Rivers. We will let 
Dean tell his story in regular print, and Charles' 
comments are in italics. 

Dear Charles: 
I was rather surprised but quite pleased to re- 

ceive your nice letter. Your trip description 
(Wind River, Continental Divide overlooking eastern 
Alpine Lakes, via Seneca Lake, Lester Pass, Upper Cook 
Lake, Wall Lake, Upper Wall Lake.) 

sounds interesting — I'll add it to my growing 
list of proposed Wind River trips. 

You expressed curiosity regarding my Clear 
Lake trip. 

(Sall' his name on the Wilderness register at the bridge 
over Green River. near Mill Creek, wrote and asked him 
about it.) 

After we parted on the Fourth of July weekend 
Ore par/cc! at Trail Creek trailriders camp; my son, Karl, 
and I to ,v) up Kenny Lake Trail where we floundered 
Iv our armpits in rotted S11011; Dean to go up Glacier Trail 
tou'arcl Gannett.) 

had some difficulty staying near the trail. Even-
tually I left it entirely and just took off. When I 
got down to the Green River (Middlefork), on 
the other side the snow cover became continuous 
and conditions were fairly good for walking from 
then on — most of the time. 

(Dean makes no mention of the obstacle up Middlefork 
Canyon. The whole wall came off a few years ago and the 
steep loose shale is one of the trail hazards in the Wind 
Rivers. Deep snowcovered, apparently Dean walked right 
over it! A week later he would have had to do like the 
rest of us — clutch each loose boulder and replace it 
carefully before inching on to the next loose boulder.) 

My blistered heels dictated a conservative pace 
(Thanks to the blisters son Karl and I had managed to 
stay pretty even with Dean the sixteen miles in, on, and 
Hp from Green River Campground to Trail Creek Camp.) 

so I just made it to Peak Lake and decided to turn 
back, since I could tell by then I had no chance to 
make it to Mammoth Glacier. Foiled in my rather 
ambitious plans, I decided to get out. Returned 
to Beaver Park that evening. Walked on out the 
following morning (Monday) and drove back to 
Jackson to goof off. Not much accomplished but 

saw some new country. 
My next venture to the Wind Rivers met a 

similar fate. Your description of some of the 
country northeast of the Green pricked my ima-
gination, so I studied up on it in Bonney (not 
much there, what?) and decided the thing to do 
(Not only Bonney [guide book) hut also the early T. 11. 
Bannon topographic .curvey mop are both rogue about 
this fabulous area.) 

was to hike up to Clear Lake, find the Divide, 
I immediately ran into soft snow in the trees and and climb Downs Mountain. An open weekend 
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Bushwhacks the Wind Rivers 
By Dean Millsap, to Charles Ranous 

came along pretty soon (may even have been the 
following weekend — not sure), so off I went solo 
again. Drove over Friday nite and left at a gen-
tlemanly 9:00 A.M. the following morning (Mis-
take #1) with my usual 40# pack (Mistake #2). 
Since it was all new country to me, I didn't make 
what you'd call red-hot time. Incidentally, I could 
have used a machete to slice thru the mosquitoes 
at the meadow across from Slide Creek Falls. 
Anyway, what with crossing the creek, losing the 
cairn trail, and generally thrashing around, it 
was about 12 :15 before I got to Clear Lake. 

(Excellent time, even for those who know the way. tVe 
allow four hours for bushwhacking up this area. There is 
no clearcut trail, just four or five abortive attempts in 
different years by young Forest Service boys to set cairns—
none leading anywhere.) 

I had in mind hiking to Faler Lake and thence 
to the Divide a la Bonney's suggested route to 
Downs. However, by some rather intricate mis-
readings of the guidebook, the topography, etc., 
(Let's call it Mistake #3) I decided that I should 
go to the inlet at the far end of the lake across 
west shale — all rubble, anyway. I crossed the 
stream here after a certain amount of route find-
ing problems had been mastered — water was 
really gushing down through there — and con- 

(This is Dean's only mistake, a very understandable one. 
When he hit this first gushing stream he should have 
identified Paler Creek. 

If it makes him feel any better, we can admit that our 
very first foray into this area left us blank and frustrated 
against a 1000-foot sheer wall several hundred yards short 
of Paler Creek, and we didn't make it either.) 

tinued on thru any amount of deadfall and then 
more rubble to the left fork of the inlet (about 
200 yards or so) up through a small notch, en-
countering moderate technical problems enroute. 
This put me up in the middle of nowhere. I tra- 

(An exact description. An indescribable tangle of rockf all, 
down timber, gushing stream, and an incredible ragged 
labyrinth of maniacally distorted small rock ridges — no 
clear route to anywhere or anything. Bushwhacker's ulti-
mate challenge.) 

versed on around and came out on a steep slope 
overlooking a small pothole lake. This may have 
been Bear Lake but I don't think it was quite far 
enough — it was Bear Lake drainage in any case. 
By now it was 2:00 P.M., so gave up any hope of 
finding the Divide. Besides, I was fresh out of 
gas. In this beautiful setting, I ate lunch and 
then napped until 4:00 P.M. before returning to 
my base camp. Spent a pleasant evening and 
exited in fine shape the next morning. Arrived 
at the car at about 1:00 P.M. and returned home. 
I had learned a lot but still didn't realize that I 
didn't know where Faler Lake was located. 
There's a sequel — but that comes later. 

A couple of low-pressure weekends followed. 
Then the weekend of July 29-30 I climbed the 
Grand Teton (6th ascent). 

(Other than by doing six ascents of the Grand Teton, the 
best way to get an insight into this "climber's proving 
ground" is by reading Pat Petzoldt's book ON TOP OF 
THE WORLD [Crowell, NYC 19531 one of the ad-
mirable and neglected stories of climbing.) 

to page 22, please 
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The climb was routine but I found that I wasn't 
in such great physical condition as I had assumed. 
Oooh ! The sore muscles on Monday. I was essen-
tially crippled till Wednesday morning. But it 
was prQbably the best thing I could have done to 
prepare me for my next two adventures in the 
Wind Rivers. 

(Here we would just love to violate our format and use 
italics on Dean's writing instead of our own. Nearly map-
less, the climber must explore and hazard in mountains 
such as the Wind Rivers. The demand on his stamina is 
quite different from doing a day's technical pitch up from 
a Lodge, where he can exhibit cleverness and skill in the 
public eye — and get hack to a stein and a warm bed 
that evening.) 

On Aug. 5-6 two friends and myself tackled an 

expedition that I'd been dreaming about all the 
previous winter. Somehow, Bob Hammer and I 

had decided that the thing to do was to climb 

Gannett in a two-day weekend. Well, this was the 
weekend. We left from work Friday evening and 
drove over to Dubois, thence almost to Burris 

before turning off to the mountains. We drove 
over a rather grim jeep trail in Bob's Volkswagen 

clear to the head of Ink Wells Trail. Bedded down 
at 11:00 P.M. Left the following morning at 6:00 

A.M. with a compact 24 lbs. heading for Floyd 

Wilson Meadows. I don't know whether you've 

ever been on this particular trail (probably have), 

but from Scenic Pass one gets a tremendous view 

of Gannett and the Divide peaks north of it — in 

fact the whole northern section of the range. 

(One of the grandest of Wind River panoramas. Most of 
the great views have to be won from outlying heights. 
This part of the Range was widely publicized by the classi-
cal photographs of Finis Mitchell, Rock Springs, Wyo.) 

We reached Floyd Wilson Meadows at 1:00 P.M., 
a little slow for what is supposed to be a 14-mile 
hike, but still on schedule. We found a camp spot, 
set up a tarp, stowed our gear, and left for the 
mountains at about 1:45 P.M. We followed what 
the guidebook refers to as Variation, Route 6 — 
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the North Face. The altitude gain from the Mea-
dows must be 3500-4000 feet, but the guidebook 
lists a climbing time of 31/2-4 hours. 

By the time we reached the foot of Gannett 
Glacier the day's exertions were beginning to tell 
on us. Fortunately the snow was in excellent con-

dition for climbing. We lost our third companion; 
he just couldn't go any further at the required 
pace. Bob and I continued and by the time we 

reached the base of the mountain we were moving 

mighty slow. In fact we were going on reserves. 

We somehow managed to inch our way up the 

snow face to the top. The snow was so steep that 

it dropped out of sight below us as we moved up 
over the bergschrund. Spooky, but we were too 

tired to care much. Summit time 6:45 P.M. in 

beautiful weather. A fabulous view at that time 

of evening. 
We rested about 15 minutes before beginning 

the descent. It was worse than the climb. We 

were so tired that we had to back down, kicking 
steps to the base of the steep part. Once below 

the bergschrund it was easier. From then on it 
was just a matter of putting one foot in front of 

the other until we reached camp. By then it was 
9:00 P.M. and essentially dark. I was so tired I 

felt drunk. We ate a massive pot of stew and 

bedded down about 10:30 P.M. I got up the next 

morning feeling great (no sore muscles!) and 

bombed back out in 5 hours. We were home by 
9:30 P.M. Sunday evening. That will probably 

remain my all-time standard for a weekend. I 

recommend it to the very young and mentally 

retarded. 
(We recommend it to no one. We admire the feat, but are 
afraid that imitation will lead to some deaths. The Wind 
Rivers demand more respect than 99% of the weekenders 
are prepared to give.) 

After that I felt I could chew railroad spikes 
and spit carpet tacks. Anyway, Downs Mountain 
was sort of sticking in my craw. The very next 
weekend I took off solo again for Clear Lake and 
environs. This time I left a little earlier, around 
6:15 A.M. Saturday morning and carried less 



Clear Lake in the Wind River Range. Photo by Chas. Ranous 

weight — 19 lbs. With two hard weekends behind 
me and my previous Clear Lake experience well 
in mind, I moved out smartly. I carried my camp 
on around the Lake this time and took the right 
fork of the inlet. 

(This is the way to go. In his sublime disregard of ordinary 
hazards, Dean neglects to mention the rockslide around the 
left shore of Clear Lake from our Lean-to, the torrent of 
Faler Creek, and the cascades of Upper Clear Creek to 
cross. These are not technical mountain climbing, but they 
are bushwhacking par excellence. Next the downed timber 
and swamp for a quarter-mile crawl. But Dean stayed in 
the watershed instead of going up the right [SE) bank. 
Had he done so he would have found near the top, over-
looking his route, a lovely wooded ledge and park, the 
best of all possible bases for exploring this area.) 

I reasoned that the right fork should take me 
into the Bear Lake drainage. According to the 
rather vague maps I should have an almost 
straight route up the Bear Lake drainage to 
Downs. Ho boy! 

I walked up into the basin and kept walking 
but no lake at all. 

Continued on up above timberline, started look-
ing back across Clear Lake, and all of a sudden 
there was Faler Lake way off — well you know 
where. 
(Indeed, yes . . . Apparently caught in a bowl between 
two ridges—straight, and far, behind.) 

I thought I could still salvage it so I took off up 
the left wall, leaving the regular drainage, think-
ing I should hit the Divide. 
(Due to the curves of the Divide and the drainage diverg-
ing here, the deception is complete. Unless you have an 
early morning or late afternoon sun to guide you, or your 
compass is working despite mineral deposits, you will 
never guess true compass points. Inevitably you tend SE 
away from the Divide, instead of taking the shallow curve 
E then ENE then due N which is required to cross above 
the split canyon of Upper Bear Lake Creek.) 

I kept going up over successive ridges until 
finally I broke out more or less on top. Looking 
back I could see the Tetons sixty airline miles 
away, and I eventually discerned — first White-
rock, then Squaretop. I picked out the Slide, 
Elbow, and Pixley drainages. Wells Creek was 
off to their left. 

In front (what seemed like an awful distance) 
I saw a fairly impressive peak. It was snow-cap-
ped; I thought it might be Downs. I worked my 
way around the big basin at the head (more or 
less) of the above-named Creeks. I reached a 
nondescript high point immediately overlooking 
the lake which forms the headwaters of what I 
decided was Pixley Creek. Instead of Downs 
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Top of southeast drainage into Clear Lake. Photo by Chas. Ranous 

Mountain I was looking broadside at Klondike 

Peak. 
By then it was probably 2:30 in the afternoon. 

I didn't have time to descend to the lake and then 

climb Klondike. I looked over to the other peaks 

to the north — they were nothing but rubble 

heaps. 
(What else? View Downs from the east, you get an awe-
some glacier, rock wall view. View Downs from the south-
west you get an imposing snow dome, View Downs from 
the jeep trail on the highland northwest and you see a 
rock rabble plateau.) 

I couldn't for the life of me identify Downs. 

Where I thought it should be the altitude seemed 

inadequate. I know it was staring me in the face 

but I just couldn't decide which it might be. In 

any case the ones I saw would have been farther 
from me than Klondike. Beaten again. 

I returned to my camp which I had left back at 

timberline high up on the right inlet basin, and 

got there by 5:00 P.M. (before dark, anyway — 

my watch battery was dead.) Cooked supper, sat 
around a campfire till late, and to bed about 
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10:00. Up early the next morning and back to the 

car about noon. 
That's really fantastic country. Very few signs 

of Man past Clear Lake, though I did see boot 

prints way up on top on the way over to Klondike. 

Now I've decided to try to climb Klondike via 

Slide Creek when the opportunity presents itself. 
(Dear Dean, Here is my photo of Downs from the moun-
tain just to the right as you go up Clear Creek's SE source 
[the rock mass northeast of what we call Senator Mountain 
and the guidebook refers to as "Pinacles").) 

Dear Mr. Ranous: Your last letter with your 

picture of Downs unnerved me a bit since it was 

of the peak that I had finally identified as Klon-

dike. . . I decided to avoid a winter-long exchange 

regarding the relative locations of — oh well, I'll 

bring my maps with me this summer . . . 

(Dear Mr. Millsap: I have spent sixty-one weeks in the 
Wind Rivers over the past eighteen years and walked all 
over those hills. I have viewed Downs from N.S.E. and TV. 
and stood on it. Because of this experience I am absolutely 
positive • . that it's possible for me to be mistaken. I will 
it a map discussion and clarification.) 



FOR HIKING CLIMBING COMFORT 

BLACKS TRAIL BOOTS 
A new (just received) British made lightweight hiking 
boot specifically designed for the U.S.A. The uppers 
are of soft supple brown leather with special anti-
stretch lining. Waterproof padded bellows tongue and 
facing to the toe. Lightweight Austrian molded sole. 

Wt. 213 lbs. 529.95 

BLACKS ROCK BOOT 
A Kletterschuhen type boot of similar style to the 
Trail Boot above in soft foot-hugging moss green 
suede leather with anti-stretch lining. Wt. 21/2  lbs. 

519.95 

For the best fitting send an outline of each stockinged 
foot on a piece of paper. 

Other new items in our new 1968 catalog include 
Chockstones, Safety Helmet, Hiatt Chromolly Pitons 
and Karrimore Rucsacs (all from Britain). 

SEND NOW FOR COMPLETE 1968 CATALOG. 

APFA. 
BLACKS 

930 Ford St., 
Ogdensburg, N. Y. 13669 

REVIEWS 
THE EXPEDITION; Stanley Wolpert; Little, 
Brown, and Company; 1968; 337 pp.; $6.95. 

The hostile world of man and nature against 
which men extend their perimeter calls for great-
ness in books. This jacket illustration and pub-
lisher's announcement are calculated to appeal to 
a vast public, mountaineers, be they armchair or 
snow-ice and rock type. 

What breed of men climb? They seem lonely. 
They like to get away from people. But. To be 
lonely is not the same as being anti-social. Moun-
tain huts are hot beds of conviviality. Intelli-
gence, aesthetic sensitivity, authentic humanity 
intensify as altitude and difficulty increase. En-
hancing these common bonds is the fact that 
climbers read. They are a literate lot. Lowland 
homes, huts, and packs pared to essentials all 
contain books. Any climber's library is ample 
evidence: mountaineering has spawned a vast 
literature. Authors of considerable accomplish-
ment who have also done mountaineering books 
find it hard, if they desire, to live down their 
alpine reputations. Chief of these is James Ram-
sey Ullman. Pulitzer prize in drama, solid biog-
raphies, novels of the South Pacific - all notwith-
standing, climbers know Ullman as a mountain 
man. It may be a mixed blessing, but The Expe-
dition will not do the same for Stanley Wolpert. 

Passion for the high and the need to read about 
mountains will turn many to the book. But. How 
can any reader of mountain stories get by the 
first pages? "Sir Charles held his hand in the 
crampon grip for a long moment of silence." Pure, 
uninformed corn! Except for a few references to 
equipment, Yeti, and the Himalayas the book 
races a couple hundred well written, but ill-
jointed pages till, finally, the mountains. Once 
there, hardly more than a dozen pages of climb-
ing. The only possible reaction: why did the  
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RIDGE 
mountaineering 

12010 west pico blvd, I. ongeles / phone 477-5250 

7reem4(44 

SPORT CENTER 
840 Town Ex Country Village 

San Jose, Calif. 95128 

FEATURING: 

Chouinard Hardware 

Robbins Belay Seats 

Alp Sport Packs & Parkas 

Trailwise Down Items 

CMI Axes, Packs & Hammers 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

Mountain Products 

Edelrid Ropes 

Kelty Packs fz, Accessories 

Richmoor — DriLite 

Permapak 

Weekend Climbing Sessions in the Sierra. Summer Rock and 

Snow Climbing, and Backpacking Seminars in the Sierra, 

Sawtooths, Glacier Park, Canadian Rockies, and Bugaboos. 

Write for information. 

SIERRA DESIGNS 
( ALPINE EQUIPMENT) 
137 TEWKSBURY 
POINT RICHMOND, 
CALIFORNIA 
TEL. 237-1676 

PACKGEAR •TENTS• DOWN CLOTHING 

AND SLEEPING BAGS 

UNIVERSAL 

TRAIL CHIEF PACK 

Red, Waterproof Nylon 

Transverse Suspension 

Heliarc Welded Frame 

Nylon Waistbond 

Talon Zippers 

Sold in Sporting Goods Stores 

Coast to Coast 

Universal Field Equipment Co. 
P.O. Box 984, Riverside, Calif. 92502 $37.50 

* TECHNICAL 
ROCK CLIMBING SEMI NARS 

ROYAL ROBBINS August 5 - 10 

TOM FROST August 20 - 25 

CHUCK PRATT September 5 - 10 

These men, some of America's top technical climbers 

will be conducting 5-day seminars in the Northwest's 

newest climbing area—The LIBERTY BELL Massif in 

the North Cascades. Royal, Tom, and Chuck will be 

assisted by top climbers and instructors. 

For more information, write: 

THE AMERICAN CLIMBING SCHOOL 

1717 N.E. 50th, Seattle, Wa. 98105 

"A limit of 16 people has been set for these outstand-

ing seminars. 
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BS 

LIGHTWEIGHT EQUIPMENT FOR 

THE BACKPACKER AND MOUNTAINEER 

itio4utiaineeid#11. SHrialit, 901c. 
P.O. Box .306 

Cambr-idge, Mo.s.s. 02.139 

CATALOGUE AVA(LABLE UPON REQUEST 

Store: 1247 Commonwealth Ave. 
Allston, Moss. 617 - 254 -(77 

reviews 
continued from page 25 

author who made a reputation of some research 
with Nine Hours to Rama choose to demonstrate 
confused ignorance of climbing? 

" 'Now the rope - ' He deftly secured a spare line 

to the (ice axe) shaft, testing his knot . . . as hard 

as he could . . . The other end of the line he fastened 

to his waist cord carabiner. " . . . 'You must rig 

some Prusik slings first-- ' 

" . . . He returned, looping the second rope around 

his thighs before playing it out to Niel's belayed axe. 

By the time he was finished he looked like a tele-

phone repairman , . . They used a three-hundred foot 

line for Niel's axe, rigging it double as a pulley, so 

in fact there were three nylon ropes to hold Bruno's 

weight . . ." 

What's going on? Even a professional guide 
can't solve that one. That rat's nest of climbing 
rope was the prelude to Bruno's death. For pur-
poses of the novel, Wolpert used Bruno for the 
cliche of the mountaineer's death wish. Can the 
Eigerwand myth be lived down? 

The diversity of characters is the only hint 
that the author knows anything of mountains 
and climbers. Everyone is there. Scholar, artist, 
Texas millionaire, dumb broads, bright broads, 
and the hard driving organizer. The British Es-
tablishment, Indian bureaucracy and the Red 
Chinese. He includes Tibetian monks and sherpas, 
but no mountains. It makes the kind of story you 
read because you forgot "square" novels were 
really that way. 

Wolpert is competent. The book reads well, if 
you don't ask yourself why you are reading it. 
All the characters are well coated with suburban 
high-gloss. No depth. It promises romps in bed 
and doesn't deliver - even though the female lead 
is some kind of erotic genius. As for the Yeti: 
he's still there. Where do you sign up for the 
next expedition? 

—Charles Grosbeck 

JUST OFF THE PRESS! 

MOUNTAINEERING: The Freedom of the Hills, long 
considered the most complete treatment of climbing and 
outdoor fundamentals in print, is now out in a second edi-
tion, after extensive revision by the publishers, The Moun-
taineers, Seattle, Washington. 

The new edition includes a substantially new section on 
climbing, camping and backpacking equipment. The chang-
es reflect the many choices now available to the outdoors-
man in boots, ropes, hardware, shelter and packs, as 
specially designed lightweight equipment replaces the old 
mainstay, Army surplus gear. Coverage of alpine cooking 
has been revised and enlarged to include greater emphasis 
on freeze-dried and other lightweight, concentrated foods. 
A selection of semi-expedition menus has been added as 

a new appendix. 

Chapters on technical aspects of climbing—rope tech-

niques on high-angle rock, pitoncraft and rappels, ice 
climbing, arrests and belays —have been considerably re-

vised and updated. Discussions on first aid treatment, 

snow and mountain weather have all been revised. About 
50% of the book's line drawings have been updated, and a 
new easier-to-use index has been added, as well as a 
bibliography. 
Chapters retained from the original edition with some 

to page 29, lease 
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MADE FOR 
MOUNTAIN 
MASTERY... 

Actually, that's what Voyageur boots are all about. 

We set out to make the finest line of climbing boots 
going. First we asked expert mountaineers what they 
wanted in a boot. Then we put our decades of quality 
bootmaking know-how to work. 

The result: Rugged Voyageur boots—made to stand 
up to the most torturous climbing conditions. Using du-
rable, water-repellent leathers and tough Vibram soles. 
With trouble-free hardware, plus a special sole exten-
sion to prevent dangerous foot-twisting. 

There's built-in comfort, too. A unique back-seam 
eliminates tendon pressure. A snug ankle collar keeps 
out dust, snow, trail debris. And Voyageurs feature the 
"American Mountaineer's Fit"— they're made on Amer-
ican lasts to American standards to fit American feet. 

Add it all up and you've got new, fully-field-tested 
Voyageur boots. Made by master craftsmen to help you 
master the mightiest of mountains! 

"GRETCHEN" 6219 LADIES' 
—Full grain natural Palomino 
leather, padded leather-lined 
bellows tongue, fully leather 
lined. 

"RAINIER" 6277 — Full grain 
Cayuse leather, padded bellows 
tongue, fully leather lined. 

"WHITNEY" 6276 — Natural 
Rough-Out leather, padded 
tongue, fully leather lined. 

A Division of the 
Red Wing Shoe Company 
113 Main Street 
Red Wing, Minnesota 55066 



NEW BISHOP TENTS 
pick your price, 

pick your features 

Each tent is 5' x 7', can sleep three. 

BISHOP Camp-Rite Tent $49.50. 
Aluminum A frame with canted ends 
for extra room. Waterproof cotton 

=,‘„poplin catenary cut to eliminate 
wrinkles and sagging. 

Weight: 9 lbs. 4 oz. Tent 

BISHOP Pack-Lite Tent $99.50. Same 
basic design as Camp-Rite, except 
made from lightweight rip-stop Ny-
lon. Price includes totally water-
proof fitted fly. 

Weight: 7 lbs. 8 oz. Tent/Fly 

BISHOP Ultimate Tent $179.00. Fea-
tures exo-skeletal Blanchard-de-
signed frame. Nearly vertical walls. 
Many sophisticated features. Same 

'basic tent used on American Ever-
est Expedition. Price includes wa-
terproof fitted fly. 

. Weight: 9 lbs. 3 oz. Tent/Fly 
Available without fly for $119.50. 

Write for free brochure and complete specifica-
tions. Mention which tent you're interested in. 

BISHOP'S ULTIMATE OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT 

Dept. 14, 6804 Millwood Road 
Bethesda, Maryland 20034 
Telephone: 3 0 1-65 2-0 15 6 

AIR/1111 ORDER FORM 
ADDRESS: P.O. BOX 1889, BIG BEAR LAKE, CALIF. 92315 

Please send SUMMIT for the term indicated to: 

NAME  1 Year $ 6 

STREET  2 Years pi  $ 9 

CITY  3 Years Lii  $12 

STATE ZIP  5 Years 11$ 18 

0 MONEY ENCLOSED 0 BILL ME LATER 
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VISIT THE 
VOYAGEUR 
DEALER 
NEAREST YOU SCP REVIEWS continued 

ALASKA 
Anchorage 
Seamans Sport Shop 
Fairbanks 
Martin A. Pinska 
CALIFORNIA 
Anaheim 
Trail Design, Inc. 
Berkeley 
The Ski Hut 
Glendale 
Kelty A-1 Manufacturing Co. 
Inglewood 
Jonas Ski Chalet 
Palo Alto 
Spiros, Inc. 
Redondo Beach 
Pat's Ski & Sport 
Riverside 
Highland Outfitters 
Sacramento 
Alpenhaus Ski Shop 
San Diego 
Walt's Red Wing Shoes 
San Francisco 
G & M Sales 
Gerry Mountain Sport 
North Face 
San Jose 
Mel Cottons, Inc. 
San Rafael 
Stan's for Sports, Inc. 
Santa Ana 
Neal's 
Santa Monica 
Tex's Sporting Goods 
COLORADO 
Aspen 
Bullock's 
Boulder 
Gerry Mountain Sports 
Holubar Mountaineering 
Colorado Springs 
The Mountain Chalet 
Denver 
Gerry Mountain Sports 
Holubar Mountaineering 
Ski, Inc. 
Colorado Shoe Company 
Colorado Outdoor Sports 
Sports International 
Durango 
Hogan's Shoes 
Estes Park 
Western Brands 
Ft. Collins 
The Sport Shop 
Glenwood Springs 
Bullock's 
Gunnison 
Carroll's Shoe Store 
Vail 
Vail Blance 

IDAHO 
Idaho Falls 
Hudson's Shoe Store 
MASSACHUSETTS 
Boston 
Eastern Mountain Sports, Inc. 
NEW MEXICO 
Albuquerque 
Cook Sporting Goods 
Sante Fe 
Tiano Sporting Goods 
Los Alamos 
Tiano's Shoes 
OREGON 
Portland 
Alpine Hut, Inc. 
UTAH 
Salt Lake City 
The Mountaineer 
Provo 
The Mountaineer 
WASHINGTON 
Seattle 
Alpine Hut, Inc. 
Alpine Hut 
Tacoma 
Whittakers Chalet 
Alpine Hut, Inc. 
WYOMING 
Jackson 
Powderhorn Mountaineering 

Climbing Grants 
Young mountaineers (generally below 

age 26) are eligible for grants of $100 
to $150 to help them undertake expe-
ditionary mountaineering ventures or 
research in alpine related science. 
These American Alpine Club Awards 
are based on need, past mountaineer-
ing record, letters of recommendation, 
and worth of the specific project pro-
posed. Applicants need not be 
members of the American Alpine Club. 
Deadline for applications is May 1, 
1968. Address inquiries to: American 
Alpine Club, 113 East 90th Street,New 
York, New York 10028. 

Teton Winter Ascent 
A party of nine, led by Maurice (Rick) 

Horn made ascents of the Grant Teton, 
Middle Teton, and South Teton in late 
January. Temperatures ranged from a 
high of 26 degrees at the summit of 
of the Grand to a low of 15 degrees at 
the Garney Canyon Meadow base camp. 
This was the fourth winter ascent and 
the largest party to reach the summit. 

The Fortress Ascent 

A seven-man British mountaineering 
team led by Ian Clough made the first 
ascent of "The Fortress" in the 
Cordillera del Paine at the southern 
tip of the Andes in Chile. The Fortress 
has sheer walls rising from 5,000 to 
6,000 feet. 

from page 27 
revisions include wilderness travel and 
navigation, leadership, climbing dan-
gers, rescue techniques and mountain 
geology. 

Mountaineering is in use by climb-
ers and outdoor clubs all over the 
world. The price for the second edition 
remains unchanged—$7.50. 



IF you ARE A TypicAl 
bAckpAckER, you'RE pRETTy UNUSUAL. 
Your backpack should conform to your particular needs. That's why we 
build Himalayan Contour Paks to adjust six important ways. And epoxy 
bonds, instead of welds, give the frame a unique resilience—when your 
body turns a little, the frame gives a little. 1=1 Get information on the 
full line of Himalayan equipment—Everest Paks, packbags, sleeping bags, 
tents, and many other hiking accessories. Ask your Himalayan dealer or 
write us for a free catalog. 

HIMALAYAN 
INDUSTRIES 

Consumer Products Division 
Please direct all correspondence regarding Himalayan equipment to: 

BEAR ARCHERY COMPANY, Rural Route One, Grayling, Michigan 49738, Dept. S-4 
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The retail division of 

THE DOLT COMPANIES 

will have a Catalogue available in May. 

Write to: 

BILL DOLT 

Box 5579 

Santa Monica, California 90405 U.S.A. 

Lightweight 

NYLON TENTS 

DOWN CLOTHING 

SHELL CLOTHING 

NYLON PACKS 

DOWN SLEEPING 

BAGS 

ACCESSORY 

ITEMS 

SPORT, Inc. 
QUALITY ALPINE EQUIPMENT 

Service • Quality • Satisfaction 
For descriptive Brochure and the name of your 

nearest dealer, write: 

ALP SPORT, Inc. P.O. Box 1081 

Dept. 12 Boulder, Colorado 80302 

HIGHLAND 
0,441fra 

Lightweight Camping Specialists . . . 

The largest and most complete camping and 

mountaineering store in Southern California. 

Let us help you with your lightweight equipment needs at 

our new location: 3579 Eighth Street (upstairs), Riverside, 

California, or 

or 

Write for our free catalog: 

P.O. Box 121, Riverside, California 

"Lazy Backpacker Brand" 

Open: Mon. - Fri. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Sat. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Closed Sundays 
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the ski hut 1615 university ave., berkeley, calif., 94703 

Letters 
Dear Editor: 

Phooey to Regional Director Frank 
Kowski's letter in your January-
February issue. The National Park 
Service official succinctly expresses 
the inflexible attitude of his federal 
agency and the Navajo People toward 
climbers in Monument Valley and the 
Spider Rock area. 

Since Spider has been climbed sev-
eral times, it is difficult to entertain 
his notion that future ascents would 
"violate" the spire. Mr. Kowski ap-
parently puts some credence in the 
legend that Spider Woman lurks atop 
the pinnacle. The Navajos and Park 
Service should have the tolerance to 
entertain the concept that an ascent 
of Spider could have as much meaning 
to the climbers as it does to the 
owners of the reservation when they 
gaze at it from the canyon rim. 
Despite the penalties, climbers will 

continue to climb the sandstone pin-
nacles of the Southwest. 

John W. Kuglin 
Helena, Montana 

(EDITOR'S NOTE: I do not agree 
with Mr. Kuglin. I can understand his 
being enraged at any attempt to cur-
tail his personal freedom; about this, 
few are more passionate than climbers. 
But there are times when respect for 
the rights of others must be allowed 
to thwart our personal ambitions. Why? 
Because it's the best way to guaran-
tee, in the long run, the maximum 
personal freedom for ourselves. The 
Park Service is fallible. There are 
in some Parks ill-considered regula-
tions based upon the wrong values. 
And some Service officials are more 
concerned with policing people than 
with serving them. But, as H. L. 
Mencken said of Communists, the best 
way to beat them is not to fight them 
when they are right. As presented by 
Regional Director Kowski, the argu-
ments for the restrictions concerning 
Spider Rock are sound and morally 
right. Mr. Kuglin does not grapple with 
these arguments, but instead attacks 
Mr. Kowski's character and the religion 
of the Navajos, and demands flexibility  

and tolerance while showing no evi-
dence of these virtues himself. We 
might order our own moral house before 
demanding that others renovate theirs. 
If we want the Park Service to recog-
nize our right to climb as we please 
in the National Parks, we might set an 
example by recognizing the rights of 
others, even when it's hard. 

—Royal Robbins)  

Dear Editor: 
My thanks to. David H. Noyes for 

publicizing my November letter in his 
March reply, and enabling this clarifi-
cation of my views on nutrition. As a 
30-year-old psychologist who has never 
led over 5.1, I claim no special emi-
nence. Moreover, it was unjustified for 

to page 32, please 



SUMMER IS COMING - PLAN AHEAD  

Sew Now - Camp Later 

Sleeping Bags 

Down Jackets 

Tents 

F R OS T LIN E Dept. 12, Box 1378, Boulder, Colo. 80302 

Send for free brochure: 

Letters 
continued 

me to state that everyone would bene-
fit from the goodies I listed; that de-
pends on the individual's own nutri-
tional needs. But here's my main 
point— at our present state of knowl-
edge those needs can only be deter-
mined empirically. So I repeat my 
suggestions to "give them a fair 
trial." I leave it to the good sense of 
the mountain man to try these things 
out gradually, either on a non-crucial 
trip or while exercising comparably 
around home. Overdose, indigestion, 
and constipation are always possible 
initially with any unfamiliar substan-
ces. If at first they are tried out one 
by one, their individual benefits and 
optimal amounts may be more clearly 
discerned. They are of course supple-
ments to, and not substitutes for, a 
generally adequate diet. If I had my 
November letter to rewrite I would 
commend Addle Davis's books Lets 
Eat Right to Keep Fit and Let's Get 
Well over Rodale's. 

fine equipm 
camping &*: 
559 CLAY SIR, 
SAN FRANCIS 

 

the new 

CHOUINARD CARABINER 
is on the way! 
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LOOKING FOR THE BEST? 

IT'S ALL 

IN 

THIS 

CATALOG 

WHICH WILL 
SAVE YOU MONEY! 

OUTSTANDING QUALITY AT CO-OP PRICES! PATRONAGE DIVIDENDS TO MEMBERS 

FREE 68-PAGE COLOR CATALOG ON REQUEST. 

RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT 

1525 11th Ave. Dept. S, Seattle, Wash. 98122 INC. 

FRIENDLY ALPINE CLIMBING 
America's finest. . 

in the Palisades of the High Sierra 

Announcing our 9 varied seminars for the summer of 1968: 
each a week of fun, fellowship of wilderness and the rope 
—comprehensive mountaineering experience for the novice, 
and continuing a unique climbing leadership program for the 

proficient—also guided climbs of your choice throughout 

the Sierra. Write for our brochure and 1968 schedule. 

Bob Swift • Mike Banks • Laurie Williams 
Allen Steck • Don Jensen • Frank Sarnquist 

MOUNTAINEERING GUIDE SERVICE 
P.O. Box 327, Big Pine, California 93513 
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The following is what I, personally, 
get out of the products mentioned: Vita-
min C has a caffeine-like effect, in-
creasing energy and alertness when 
taken in small dosages throughout the 
day. Too much may lead to insomina 

or dehydration. Together with Vitamin 
C, bioflavonoids are thought by some 
authorities to protect against bruising. 
Sunflower seeds contain protein, un-
saturated oil, B vitamins, and minerals. 
Bought hulled, but otherwise untreated, 
they are nourishing, satisfying, and 
lightweight. Honey contains vitamins 
and minerals which make its sugar 
better tolerated than refined sugar. 
Down to 20 degrees or so, it is handy 
carried in a well-washed, squeezable 
plastic detergent bottle. Brewer's yeast 
(dead) and desiccated liver are both 
as appetizing as yak dung (another 
good reason for having honey along), 
but are excellent sources of B-complex 
and protein. Improved digestibility is 
obtained if both together are mixed 
with fresh-milled sunflower seed meal. 
They have improved my muscle tone 
to the point where I can chin myself 
(once) one-handed (I weigh 130). Vita-
min E acts to offset altitude effects 
by maintaining a high level of oxygen 
in the blood. Wheat germ oil is another 
good bet, proven in controlled experi-
ments by Cureton at the U. of Illinois 
to increase treadmill endurance. 

L. Douglas DeNike, Ph.D. 
USC School of Medicine 
Los Angeles, Calif, 

Dear Editor: 
This is in reply to Pat Ament's letter 

(Summit, Jan.-Feb., 1968) criticizing 
my article on Yosemite (Summit, Dec., 
1967). The letter is preposterous 
and the criticisms inane. The principal 
burden of his captious polemic is that 
I erred in not mentioning some fine 
accomplishments by some fine climb-
ers. If so, I apologize to any I have 
inadvertently offended. It's true I did 
not give a complete list of the years 
climbing events in Yosemite. I did not 
mean to. The suitable place for such 
chronicles is in the pages of the 
American Alpine Club Newsletter, the 
AAC Journal, and (for the Sierra 
Nevada) Ascent. My aim was to spot 
the highlights and give some items of 



FOR. YOUR. ENJOYMENT OF THE 

HIGH COUNTRY WE OFFER A 

COMPLETE SELECTION OF CAMPING, 

CLIMBING AND CROSS-COUNTRY 

SKI EQUIPMENT. OUR PRODUCTS 

ARE BACKED BY TWENTY YEARS 

EXPERIENCE IN DESIGN AND 

MANUFACTURE, AND ACCEPT THE 

MOST DISCRIMINATING COMPARISON. 

WP TT P(112 rum cATALnci. 

MOUNTRINEERING LTD. 

BOX 7 10,30 i3TH STREET 
rscin rent riminnri 
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Big as all Outdoors 
And as varied. That's our camp and climb and 
trail catalog. We've been outfitting for the 
great outdoors for thirty-six years for back-
packers, for explorers, for families. We design. 
We import. We manufacture (our own down 
sleeping bags, knapsacks, tents, etc.). For 
you? Send for illustrated catalog #29, 
and new supplement. Please print name and 
address. CAMP & TRAIL OUTFITTERS, INC. 

Dept. M4 , 112 Chambers Street New York, N.Y. 10007 

se you demand the finest... 
the reliable 

DA, 25 oz. 

Piton Hammer 
Drop forged chrome-moly steel head 
Perfect balance 
111/4" shaft - allowing for necessary 
extra reach. 
Made from thick wall, heat treated 
chrome-moly tubing 
Shock absorbing rubber grip 
Unconditionally guaranteed against 
breakage for one full year after date 
of purchase 
Other sizes and weights available 

Carabiner 
hole for 
extracting 
pitons 
with string 
of biners 

At all better dealers. Write for catalog of rock 
climbers line of pitons, carabiners, holsters, rings, 
brakebars and ice axes. 

00 EAST JEWELL AVE. • DENVER, COLO. 80222 

l_ietters 
continued 

more or less human interest which I 

thought Summit readers would enjoy. 

But, let us have a closer look at Mr. 

Ament's attempts to show how wrong 

I was. First there's the garbled logic 

of the second paragraph. That anyone 

could conclude from my description of 

the Salathe Wall climb that I had 

anything but admiration for Rowell's 

courageous lead of the Ear in bad 

conditions is bizarre. I say in my 

article the climb was done in "fine 

style." How then does Ament reach 

the ludicrous conclusion that I am 

saying otherwise? Further, while 

postering as piously protective of 

Galen Rowell's climbing virtue, Ament 

is actually attacking it; for he implies 

that any struggling in a wet, slippery, 

slimy horror chimney is bad style. 

Hell, I'd be glad to get up it alive. 

In the third paragraph of Ament's 

critique, he says I "discredited" (he 

means I did not give sufficient credit) 

the 11th ascent of El Capitan because 

I didn't mention it was made in "very 

hot weather." Surely the possibilities 

for significant achievement in the 

Valley have not so dwindled that we 

must stoop to recording climbs because 

they were done in conditions that make 

one thirsty, lethargic and irritable. 

"Nevertheless," Ament continues, his 

ascent was made in "only a couple of 

hours more than the fastest time." It 

was precisely to avoid such nit-picking 

that I chose to give the number of 

bivouacs as a time measure on the El 

Cap ascents. A bivouac is a conveni-

ent, definite line. "Days" tend to 

shade into "half-days" and "half-

days" into "several hours," and so 

on into nonsense and invidious com-

parisons. 

Ament considers my mis-spelling of 

Tom Ruwitch's name sufficiently im-

portant to mention. He will then ap-

preciate that he mis-spelled the names 

of Fritz Wiessner and Lloyd Price. 

The most interesting part of Ament's 

letter is in the second to last para-

graph. Here he claims I have "dis-

credited" some worthy young climbers 

by giving a tribute to Frank ,Sacherer. 

He then claims "A Boulderite climbed 
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THE INCOMPARABLE 

for illustrated brochure, please write: 

KELTY PACK, INC. 
1807 VICTORY BLVD., P.O. BOX 3453 
GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA 91201 
PHONE: 247-3110 (AREA CODE 213) 

GERRY GEAR GOES 
ANYWHERE...ANY WAY! 
How do you want to go? On foot? On skis? On horse-
back? On a bicycle? In a canoe? By plane? 
With Gerry Gear the choice is yours. We keep you com-
fortable anywhere any way. 
Our complete line of ultralight outdoor gear includes 
some exciting new products like a Bicycle Pack, a Horse 
Pack and a Tote Box that's adaptable to backpacking, 
canoe portaging, or plane trips. We even have a pack 
for your dog. 
See it all at your nearest Gerry dealer. Or write direct to 
Colorado Outdoor 
Sports Corp., Dept. 
61 Box 5544, Denver, 
Colo. 80217. 

Made in the Rockies by people who know the outdoors. 

GERRY 
ULTRALIGHT GEAR 
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in fine style eleven 5.10 pitches and 
fifteen 5.9 pitches in a period of two 
weeks." Yet this same "Boulderite" 
and I spent three frustrating hours 
trying to crack the first 20 feet of one 
of Sacherer's achievements. We failed 
utterly. We didn't even come close. I 
consider it an honor to Sacherer that 
a climber as able as this mysterious 
"Boulderite" should fail completely 
on one of his routes. 

Anyway, if I had the choice of re-
cording that someone did a mess of 
5.10's, or that someone else climbed 
the face of Half Dome as his first 
Valley climb (as a lad from Utah did 
last year), I would choose the latter. It 
at least shows an adventurous spirit, 
whereas the other is the result of 
technique, muscle and egomania. 

Ament asks, rhetorically, "Has the 
fact that Pratt's free climbing record 
is yet to be equalled been left out 
accidentally?" This "fact" was left 
out neither accidentally nor on purpose. 
It was not even considered because it 
was totally irrelevant. Pratt's climbing 
genius is well known. Sacherer's con-
tributions, on the other hand, have not 
been properly acknowledged. 

Ament closes his letter in sweet 
innocence. His "only aim," he piously 
claims, "is to give due consideration 
and encouragement," etc. A worthy 
purpose. But why use an attack on a 
Summit article as a vehicle, a facade, 
for this noble aspiration? 

Royal Robbins 

Dear Editor: 

Ament needs a formula for "length 
of climb, days." In general it would 
go like this: L = M + 1. L = length of 
climb, days. M = number of bivouacs. 

Don Lauria 

Los Angeles, Calif. 

Dear Editor: 
I was rather pleased to have seen 

the short article in your Scree column 
March 1968, mentioning the winter 
ascent of Guye Peak. I'd like to see 
more short columns on actual climbs 
in the future. 

John A. Svensson 
Seattle, Wash. 

(EDITOR'S NOTE: We welcome notes 
on climbing activities around the 
world for publication in our Scree 
column.) 



"Buy it in The Tetons" 

R0444040 
tilwakaioreetf 

BOX 1228, JACKSON HOLE, WYOMING 83001 
Located on the Towns quare 

Order Now for the Coming Season: 

YOSEMITE 
A follow-through to the new French discovery in 
shoe design is the Yosemite, designed and en-
dorsed by Royal Robbins. A French import. Lug 
soles of special soft rubber with extension over 
heel and toe areas. Excellent for jam-cracks. All 
leather upper of hand finished blue suede leather 
includes padded tongue. Padded around top. The 
ultimate in a rock climber's shoe. 
$25.50 Sizes 4-11 

Presently in Stock 

1968 Complete Catalog Now Available on Request 

ODDS & ENDS 
Twenty cents per word. Payment in advance. 

ROCK SCHOOLS: Slide sets illus-

trating rock climbing from basics to 

most advanced. Accepted teaching aid 

by over 40 schools in U.S. and Eng-

land. Frost Films, Box 1378, Boulder, 

Colorado. 

CLIMB IN THE SWISS ALPS. Send 

for details of the 7-day courses at the 

International School of Mountaineering, 

Leysin, under the instruction of Dougal 

Haston, I. S.M. at Club Vagabond, 

Leysin, Vaud, Switzerland. 

DOUGAL HASTON and other leading 

climbers will be available for PRI-

VATE GUIDING on major Alpine 

Peaks this season. Arrangements 

through International School of Moun-

taineering, Club Vagabond, 1854 

Leysin 1, Switzerland. 

LIGHT-WEIGHT BINOCULARS: Add 

miles to your view from the top with 

fine quality, light-weight binoculars. 

Send 25t stamps or coin for new hand-

book, "How to Select Binoculars," 

including catalog describing binocu-

lars for climbing, hiking, nature study 

and sports. Prices start at $16.95. 

HOUSE OF BINOCULARS, P.O. Box 

22, Palo Alto, California 94302. 

1968 EUROPEAN OUTING. Starting 

August 3). A hikers' and climbers' out-

ing to the highest and most impressive 

mountain regions of Europe. Three or 

four weeks, as desired. Will include 

Austria, Italy, Switzerland and France; 

possibly Yugoslavia. Inquire for de-

tails. John Ebert, Leader, Iowa Moun-

taineers, P.O. Box 163, Iowa City, 

Iowa 52240. 

Two-pound down mummy bag, $48.00, 

Primus stoves, $9.50, 2-man Rip-stop 

nylon mountain tent with rain fly, 

$39.50. Above postpaid. California 

residents add 5% sales tax. A & M 

SPECIALTIES, P.O. Box 1188, San 

Bernardino, Calif. 92402. Send 35(t for 

catalog. 

BRAND NEW IDEA for family camp-

ing. A two-pound Playpen. Infant pro-

tection from insects, rain and sun. 

Backpacking, Camping and Backyard. 

All Nylon. Further information from 

OCATE CORPORATION, Box 111, 

Rainsville, New Mexico 87736. 

STEPHENSON WARMLITE Sleeping 

Bags (3 lbs.) and 2-3-Man Tents (2 

lbs.) are now available by direct mail. 

Send for descriptive folder to: STEPH-

ENSON WARMLITE, 23206 Hatteras St., 

Woodland Hills, Calif. 91364. 

LIGHTWEIGHT, non-perishable foods. 

Rhonea, Inc., P.O. Box 3175, Boulder, 

Colorado 80302. 

3/8 white nylon rope mountain lay, 

until stock is depleted, at 10.t per 

foot—postpaid in U.S.A. only. DOLT 

Box 5579, Santa Monica, Calif. 90405. 

GOLDLINE —150 ft. 7/16 in. only 

$23 plus postage, while it lasts. One-

inch tubular nylon sling webbing, 4000 

lb. test; 7t ft. SERAC, Inc., Box 9384, 

Arlington, Va. 22209. 

TENT FOR TWO: Alpine Hut pocket 

tent, poles, fly, $39.75. Two Bleuet 

stoves, wind screens, $5.75 each. Pre-

formed rappel pad, $2.75. LOVECE, 

1471 - 41st St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218. 

FOR SALE: Complete sets of 1967 

issues of SUMMIT, unbound, $6 each 

postpaid. Send check or money order to 

SUMMIT, P.O. Box 1889, Big Bear 

Lake, California 92315. 

DAWSON'S BOOK SHOP 
Sierra Club publications, mountains, 
mountaineering, deserts, history of 
California and the West—plus many 
other specialties. New, used and rare. 
Single fine items and libraries bought. 

550 South Figueroa Street 
Los Angeles, California 90017 
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MOUNTAINEERS 

with 

Rescue Training 

Expedition Experience 

Teaching Ability 

An Interest in Youth 

. . .Summer jobs and career 

opportunities available 

Colorado 

OUTWARD BOUND School 
1321 Bannock Street 

Denver, Colorado 80204 

Northwest 

OUTWARD BOUND School 
1609 Oak Street 

Eugene, Oregon 97401 

e  

At Your Dealer or Box 150, Ventura, Ca.93001 
$30.00 

Oseillogram of Impact Force 

Time (sec) 
0,02 sec 
-› 

I I I 

ROPES 
for 

MOUNTAINEERING 
Why do more than half of all Continental European mountaineers 
choose ED ELRI D kernmantle rope? 
ED ELR I D rope is designed, manufactured, and tested to the most 
modern technical specifications, to ensure maximum safety. ED ELRID 
engineers are also experienced and expert climbers, and know what a 
climber wants in a rope for maximum convenience as well as safety. 
ED ELRI D has pioneered many advances: 

Cr, 

g-

1000 

750 

500 

250 

First kernmantle climbing rope of P ER LO N 
First rope to pass the U I AA impact requirement 
First rope with 48 strand mantle, for better "feel" 
First braided Bicolor construction for two-rope leading and knot-free rappelling 

Each ED ELRID rope sold must be perfect. Not even a single hidden knotted strand is permitted even though it 
would be undetectable by the purchaser. With ED ELR I D, there is only one quality for a climbing rope: as perfect as 
technology and skill can make it. E D E LR I D ropes are available clorored white, blue, red and gold. On special order, 
any length can be supplied, and special Bicolor constructions can be made up. 

For 66-page ED ELR ID technical and descriptive booklet 
„A Guide to Mountaineering Ropes" send stamped self-addressed envelope to: 
EIGER Mountain Sports, P.O. Box 161, MONTROSE / Calif. 910 20 
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Custom-made BINDERS 
for your copies of "Summit' 

Dark green leatherette with gold lettering. Each binder holds a year's issues. 

$3 each binder, postpaid in the U.S. 20% discount 

on 2 or more binders to same address. On Cali-

fornia orders add 5% sales tax. 

ORDER FROM: 

SUMMIT 

P.O. Box 1889 

Big Bear Lake, Calif. 92315 


